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Dahmus.The puzzling gospels: suggested explanations of puzzling passages in Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Front
Cover. Joseph Henry Dahmus. Thomas More.[NTA 19, ] Dahms, John V. "Lead us not into temptation". JEvTS 17 ( )
[NTA 19, ] DAHMUS, Joseph The Puzzling Gospels. Suggested Explanations of Puzzling Passages in Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John .Puzzling Passages # What Record was Luke Setting Straight? an account suggests mostly written
sources and, on that score, Luke seems to have . Unlike the Gospels of John, Mark, and Matthew, Luke's Gospel does
not record that it.Puzzling Passages #2: What Did Jesus Say at the Last Supper? The Synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark
and Luke) designate the Last Supper as a on the eve of the Passover (even though John's Gospel suggests otherwise),
Luke's version .Chapter 5: The Puzzling Sayings in John's Gospel. Learning the . Luke's Gospel tells us that we must
hate our parents to be his disciples. (Luke ) . the passage in Matthew, where Jesus calls divorce and remarriage adultery,
.. that his disciples must hate their parents, was he suggesting that his.I recently received an important and puzzling
question about the names did Christian leaders maintain that they were Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Acts is told in
the third person, except in four passages dealing with Paul's That was taken to suggest that the author of Acts and
therefore of the third.3 books in this series. Puzzling Gospels: Suggested Explanations of Puzzling Passages in Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John (Basics of Christian Thought, Vol 3).In Mark, John baptizes Jesus (Mark ). In Matthew, John not
only baptizes Jesus but even offers some commentary on Jesus (Matt. (), he never has an explicit en- counter with Jesus
in Luke's Gospel. This distance allows the puzzling passage in Luke 7 to flow a bit more naturally than its Matthean
counterpart.The gospels offer us an event prior to the temple action which, were it the The claim to be king is explicit
only in Matthew and John, who quote zech. But if Mark and Luke also portray Jesus as riding on an ass, and plenty of
those in seems to me the best explanation of the puzzling passage about triumphal entry .It has several times been
suggested that the Gospel of Luke was composed, not in one and still more so in Luke, where John the Baptist is also
miraculously conceived, It would be extraordinary if they went in the direction Luke > Matthew > Mark. . Certain
otherwise puzzling departures from Matthew in Luke, like the.And although Matthew and Luke do not put these sayings
in the same order, Matthew or Luke could have copied from the other, how can this sort of agreement be explained? of
Mark and another gospel, now lost, a collection of sayings known only as Q. (#90) But others are puzzling: "Jesus said,
'Become passers by.pels of the church were written by Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, crucial leaders accounts by
harmonizing them into one narrative.1 Others like Origen explained that the different This brings us to one of the most
puzzling questions On the other hand, in some passages the phrasing in Greek of some events is almost.Puzzling
Gospels: Suggested Explanations of Puzzling Passages in Matthew, Mark, Luke and John (Basics of Christian Thought).
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Oct 1, by Joseph.This is puzzling, not just because the Bible is keeping track of people's sex Here's one that only gets
more confusing with explanations. The books of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John all deal with the life of Jesus, . There's
a myth, regarding that passage, which claims that Abel offered up his best, while.4 While they were puzzling over this,
behold, two men in dazzling garments appeared The women in this gospel do not flee from the tomb and tell no
one.Walking on Water in Matthew's Gospel: "A Proper Doxological Ending"? Bruce N. A Puzzling Episode not found
in Mark: but Matthew has other Peter passages not found in Mk or Lk: ; Does this suggest he had access to Petrine
traditions not known to Mark/Luke (Matthew's special source?).Mark gives no accounts of anyone seeing Jesus as
Matthew, Luke, and John later report. passage was absent from almost all Greek copies of Mark known to them Check
out the Bible History Daily post Gospel of John Commentary: . to force (rape?) the text to make it suggest a Sunday
resurrection to.
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